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To take apart the Oskar Medal puzzle, hold the puzzle with the gold disk up and the logo/text is upright 
facing you. The silver disk will be on the bottom. Follow the 55 take-apart steps below. 
 
To put the puzzle back together again, stack the disks such that the silver disk is on the bottom with the 
logo/text upside-down. The dark split disks are on top of the silver disk with the title facing you. Finally, 
the gold disk is on top with the logo/text upside-down. Now follow the 55 put-together steps below. 
 

  
Take apart 
      ↓ 

   Put together 
        ↓ 

  

⇐|⇒     S       |⇒ ⇐|      S ⇐|     G     G 
    S     |⇒      G     S      G     S ⇒|     |⇒ 
    |⇒     G ⇐|⇒     |→  ⇒|⇐     |⇒     S     S 
    S     |⇒      G     S  ⇒|     G     |⇒ ⇒| 
    |⇒     S     S     |⇒      G     |⇒     S     G 
⇒|     |⇐ ⇐| ⇒|      |⇐     S ⇐|     |→ 
    G     G     G     G      G     G     G     G 
    |⇐ ⇒|     S     |⇒  ⇐| ⇒|     |⇒ ⇐| 
    G     S     |⇐     G      |⇐     S     S     |⇐ 
⇐|     |⇐     G ⇐|      S     G     |⇐     S 
    S     S     |⇐ ⇐|⇒      |⇐ ⇒|⇐     G     |⇐ 
     |⇐ ⇐|     S     G      S     G     |⇐     S 
    G     G ⇒|     S  ⇒|     |⇐     S ⇒|⇐ 
     |⇒     S     G       G      S     |⇐  
 
Key: 
G        means rotate the gold disk  
as far as you can. 

⇒|⇐ means push the right disk 
and the left disk as far inward  
as you can. 

|→  means move the right disk 
only halfway outward. 

S        means rotate the silver disk 
as far as you can. 
 

|⇒ means move the right disk  
as far outward as you can. 

⇐| means move the left disk  
as far outward as you can. 
 

⇐|⇒ means pull the right disk  
and the left disk as far outward  
as you can. 

⇐| means move the right disk  
as far inward as you can. 

⇒| means move the left disk   
as far inward as you can.  

 


